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Abstract 

In some cases, the test person might be asked to pro

vide another authentication attempt besides the first one so 

that combination of the two input templates might give the 

system more confidence if the person is genuine or impos

tor. Instead of simply combining the matching scores which 

are associated with a single person compared to the two 

input templates, we investigate the use of matching scores 

corresponding to all enrolled persons. The dependencies 

between scores generated by the same input templates are 

accounted for the proposed combination algorithm. Such 

combination methods can be extended to large number of 

classes and input templates. Since matching scores are 

used, the proposed methods can also be applied on arbi

trary biometric modalities. The experiments are conducted 

on NIST BSSRI face and FVC2002 fingerprint datasets by 

using both likelihood ratio and multilayer perceptron com

bination methods. 

1. Introduction 

Generally, multimodal biometric system refers to utiliza

tion of more than one biometric measurements to improve 

the performance of biometric systems, for example, multi

ple independent or weakly correlated matchers (multibio

metric system), multiple representations of faces, different 

matching algorithms of fingerprints, multiple faces from 

one video clip and so on. Multibiometric systems which 

are extensively studied show that superior biometric system 

performance can be achieved according to the combinations 

of multiple sensors or matchers [7]. Combination of multi

biometric systems is due to the great diversity of different 

sensors or matching algorithms which lead to better recog

nition results compared to unimodal systems [10, 13]. 

What we want to investigate is the combination of 

matching results generated from repeated samples of the 

same biometric modality. This is actually corresponding 
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to real scenarios, for example, video-based face matching 

requires fusion of matching results of multiple sequential 

frames. Another example is that for fingerprint verifica

tion system, if the first scan of the fingerprint is not good 

enough, the system might ask the person to provide another 

scan of the same fingerprint. Instead of using just one tem

plate to make acceptance or rejection decision, it is possible 

to increase the verification or identification accuracy of the 

biometric systems to combine two correlated templates. 

Matching score is the measurement of distance between 

an enrolled template Te and a test template Tt. The quality 

of the templates might influence the matching scores. For 

example, if the quality of a fingerprint image is good, the 

matching scores between this template and all enrolled ones 

might be high and the genuine score is more probably the 

best score in the score set which contains one genuine score 

and all other impostor scores. On the other side, if the image 

quality is bad, the matching scores in the score set will be 

low and the genuine score might be somewhere among the 

impostor scores. In [9], user quality is used to measure the 

confidence of user biometric samples in order to improve 

the performance for hand-based biometric systems during 

matching process. Instead of using genuine matching scores 

to estimate the quality of the biometric template, we use 

some statistic information from matching scores according 

to one test template and all stored templates so that it can be 

applied to large datasets. 

The combination solutions can be some predetermined 

methods, e.g. summation rule. The problem can be derived 

to be a two-class classification, genuine and impostor. If the 

probability densities of genuine and impostor are not nor

mal distributions and even more complex, the linear clas

sification might not optimal and other trainable algorithms 

should be used. As a matter of fact, we use likelihood ra

tio and multilayer perceptron in our experiments to combine 

the matching results of multiple samples. 
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Figure 1. The sets of matching scores available for combinations 

for two test templates. In addition to using two matching scores, 

Sl,k and S2,k. between test templates and enrolled template for 

enrollee k, we want to utilize the entire set of matching scores 

{ Si,j } between two test templates and all enrolled templates. 

2. Previous Work 

Multi-sample fusion can be applied at feature-, score-, 

and decision-level. Feature level fusion seems to be more 

effective than fusion at later stages, score and decision lev

els because features contain more information about the 

specific biometric data. The distribution of one feature can 

be estimated accurately by fusing the same features in mul

tiple related samples. Such information can be used to gen

erate a composite- or super-template which can successfully 

perform better than a single template since it's more reli

able [4, 6]. On the other hand, fusion at the feature level re

quires that we need to access the raw data or features. And 

feature fusion algorithms are specific for different biometric 

modalities, for instance, face and fingerprint [4, 8]. 

Ryu et al. [6] generate a super-template from multiple 

templates in fingerprint biometric systems by using succes

sive Bayesian estimation. The super-template is improved 

in the template fusion process in which the credibility of 

every minutia is updated based on the minutiae in the cur

rent input image. The results show that better accuracy is 
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obtained when more impressions are used for fusion. They 

also claim that the algorithm can handle unlimited number 

of templates. 

Jain et al. [4] use a modified iterative closest point algo

rithm to compute a transformation matrix in which the spa

tial relationship between the two input templates is defined. 

After input templates are mosaicked, augmented minutiae 

sets are extracted resulting in a better performance com

pared to utilizing only one template in fingerprint matching 

systems. 

Compared to feature level fusion, score level fusion pro

vides us a way to apply same algorithms on different bio

metric modalities since biometric matchers are treated as 

black boxes. As long as we have required matching scores, 

we don't have to know the details of feature extraction and 

matching algorithms. Especially in some cases where com

mercial biometric matchers hide features from public users, 

scores are the only available resources to use. 

A sequence of frames are extracted from a clip of video 

and each frame is matched with an enrolled template of 

the person in [3]. The resulting matching scores are com

bined by updating the conditional entropy which captures 

the evolving uncertainty of the identity variable given obser

vations. Similarly, Zhang and Martnez [16] use a weighted 

probabilistic method for score fusion in face recognition 

systems. 

In this paper, we will consider matching scores as well 

as the dependencies between related scores. In verification 

system, the score between the test template and one stored 

template is used to authenticate the person. But as Fig. 1 

shows, each input template can be compared to all enrolled 

templates to generate a set of scores, Si,l, ... , Si,k, ... , Si,n 

for test template i where n is the number of enrolled tem

plates. Since the set of scores is achieved during one iden

tification trial, we call the score set as identification trial 

score set and the algorithm utilizing the statistical informa

tion of this set to be identification model. 

3. Identification Model 

Identification model utilizes the identification trial scores 

which have dependencies between them because the same 

test template is used for their derivation. One example of 

using score sets is to convert raw scores to ranks. Ho et 

al. [14] claim that utilization of ranks is more powerful than 

raw scores in character recognization system. 

One kind of identification model we want to use is T

normalization [11] which uses the mean fJ, and standard de

viation (J from the set of scores. Each score will be normal

ized using such formula: 

S-fJ, 
S ---+ -

(J 
(1) 

After T-normalization, each set of score will have mean to 
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Figure 2. ROC curves for utilizing likelihood ratio method in NIST 

BSSRI C G data sets 

be 0 and variance to be 1. If the matching scores in dif

ferent identification trials have only those variations, the 

T-normalization successfully accounts for score dependen

cies. Another identification model is called second best 

score model which has such formula: 

S --+ {s, second_besLscore( s)} (2) 

where second_besLscore( s) is the best score besides the 

current score s in the identification trial. This model can 

be understood like this: if the second best score (best score 

besides current one) is higher than the current score s, we 

have more confidence that the current score is probably 

an impostor score and the second best sore is the genuine 

one. Reverse is true that if the second best score is lower 

than the current one, the current score is more probably the 

genuine score. Tulyakov et at. [15] applied identification 

models in multimodal biometric systems in which both T

normalization and second best score model provides bet

ter performance than utilization of original matching scores. 

Similar to identification model, the background model also 

utilizes the scores among templates. The difference is that 

the background model uses selective enrolled templates ac

cording to one enrolled template instead of all enrolled 

ones. One implementation of background model, the cohort 

based method which is to find a subset of enrolled templates 

close to a particular enrolled one under some considerations 

has been used for fingerprint verification [I]. 

4. Combination Rules 

The multi-sample fusion algorithms used are likelihood 

ratio method and multilayer perceptron. Likelihood ratio is 

theoretically optimal combination method for verification 

systems [12]. For T-normalization, the equation is: 

s = Pgen(S1, S2) 
Pimp(S1, S2) (3) 

where Si is the matching score from test template i and nor

malized by using formula 1, Pgen(S1, S2) is the probability 

density of genuine scores S1 and S2 and Pimp( S1, S2) is the 
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Figure 3. ROC curves for utilizing likelihood ratio method in 
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probability density of impostor scores. Likelihood ratio as

signs the combined score a value of ratio between genuine 

and impostor score densities. In order to use the second best 

score, four dimensional densities for genuine and impostor 

scores are constructed: 

s = pgen(s1,sbs(S1),S2,sbs(S2)) 
Pimp(S1,sbs(S1),S2,sbs(S2)) (4) 

where Si is the same as before, SbS(Si) is the second best 

score according to Si in the same identification trial. 

Multilayer perceptron is used to compare the identifica

tion models since direct approximation of score densities 

might be problematic in high dimensional space. The per

ceptron has two hidden layers with eight nodes in the first 

hidden layer and nine nodes in the second hidden layer. The 

input layer for traditional method and T-normalization con

tains two nodes for each matching score form each input 

template. The difference is that the scores are normalized 

in T-normalization. The input layer for second best score 

model has four nodes for two original scores and two sec

ond best scores S1, sbs(sd, S2, SbS(S2) from the two input 

template. The output layer has one node with 0 standing for 

impostor matching and 1 for genuine matching. 

5. Experiment 

We use both NIST BSSRI dataset and FVC2002 four 

fingerprint datasets. For NIST BSSRI dataset, we only use 

the set3 data from two face matchers 'C' and 'G' which 

run on images from 3000 individuals. The set contains one 

score from the comparison of face A with a later face, B, 

and a score from face A and another later face, C. Due to 
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Figure 4. ROC curves for utilizing multilayer perceptron in NIST 

BSSRI C G data sets 

data collection errors, for instance, all match scores for one 

user or enrolled template being 0, some scores have to be 

discarded to get 2991 different enrollees and 5982 input 

templates where two faces are from the same person out 

of 2991 different persons. So each input-wise score set of 

the score matrix is an identification trial score set and there 

is only one genuine score and others are impostor scores. 

FVC2002 has four datasets DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4. 

Each dataset has 110 different persons with 8 different im

ages for the same fingerprint of the person. The genuine 

matching case is generated by assuming one of eight im

ages for the same fingerprint to be enrolled and other two 

to be tested. For each person, there are 56 such variations. 

Other scores used in the one identification trial score set are 

achieved by matching the test template to the first finger

print image of other 109 persons. The impostor matching 

case is generated by matching one image from one person 

as the enrolled template and two test templates from another 

person. So that the score between the two test templates is 

genuine and the scores between the enrollee and two test 

templates are impostor scores. Other scores in the identifi

cation score set are generated as in genuine matching case. 

Since FVC2002 datasets have fingerprint images, we use 

the fingerprint matching system proposed in [5] where lo

calized distances and angles between nearby minutiae are 

calculated and used to overcome the conventional methods 

for partial fingerprint matching. Minutia matching prob

lem between two fingerprints is converted to minimum cost 

flow problem which gives an efficient way to achieve opti

mal matching. 

For both likelihood ratio and multilayer perceptron, 

bootstrap sample testing technique is used [2]. In each 

bootstrap step of utilizing each FVC2002 dataset, twenty

five persons are selected as training set and another twenty

five ones for validation set. So the remaining sixty persons 

are used for testing. For each step of using NIST BSSR1 

datasets, 800 persons are selected randomly for training and 

800 for validation. The left 1391 persons are used for test

ing. We perform 100 bootstrap tests in each experiment. In 

likelihood ratio method, we use Parzen window with Gaus

sian kernels whose width is estimated by the maximum like-
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Figure 5. ROC curves for utilizing multilayer perceptron in 
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lihood method. The activation function in multilayer per

ceptron is the Sigmoid function. 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the ROC curves for NIST BSSR1 

two face datasets and FVC2002 four fingerprint datasets us

ing likelihood ratio method. The results of multilayer per

ceptron for both databases are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. As 

you can see, using identification models - T-normalization 

and second best score model perform better than using the 

original scores in both likelihood ratio and multilayer per

ceptron in biometric systems. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the mean and standard deviation 

of equal error rate(EER) for NIST BSSR1 and FVC2002 

using likelihood ratio in the bootstrap steps and Tables 3 

and 4 have the EER for both databases utilizing multilayer 

perceptron. Both T-normalization and second best score 

model have smaller equal error rate than the original sys

tem. And second best score model performs better than T

normalization in almost all cases. 

6. Conclusions 

Utilizing the dependencies between related matching 

scores can improve the performance of multi-sample bio

metric systems. In this paper, we have shown two iden

tification models - T-normalization and second best score 

model utilizing identification trial score sets. Two trainable 

methods are used to combine multiple samples of the same 

biometric trait - likelihood ratio and multilayer perceptron. 

The experimental results using both identification methods 

in both trainable functions show better performance than 

utilizing the original scores in the multi-sample face and 

fingerprint biometric systems. 



EER(%) Original T-norm SBS 

C 3.70 ± 0.05 3.41 ± 0.07 2.04 ± 0.19 

G 4.19 ± 0.26 3.65 ± 0.28 3.01 ± 0.34 

Table 1. Error equal rate(mean± standard deviation) for NIST 

BSSRI datasets using likelihood ratio method 

EER(%) Original T-norm SBS 

dbl 0.35 ± 0.06 0.25 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.01 

db2 0.31 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.04 

db3 3.28 ± 0.38 2.05 ± 0.30 1.78 ± 0.26 

db4 2.04 ± 0.32 1.21 ± 0.16 1.26 ± 0.18 

Table 2. Error equal rate(mean± standard deviation) for FVC2002 

data sets using likelihood ratio method 

EER(%) Original T-norm SBS 

C 3.41 ± 0.30 2.89 ± 0.31 1.98 ± 0.20 

G 5.75 ± 0.42 5.38 ± 0.60 4.38 ± 0.43 

Table 3. Error equal rate(mean± standard deviation) for NIST 

BSSRI datasets using multilayer perceptron 

EER(%) Original T-norm SBS 

dbl 0.25 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.01 

db2 0.23 ± 0.10 0.12 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.04 

db3 3.03 ± 0.58 2.20 ± 0.39 1.38 ± 0.46 

db4 1.99 ± 0.31 1.52 ± 0.27 0.93 ± 0.19 

Table 4. Error equal rate(mean± standard deviation) for FVC2002 

data sets using multilayer perceptron 

In the NIST BSSRl 'C' and 'G' face datasets, the faces 

are captured at sequential time so the experiment is abso

lutely suitable for this application. But we don't have spe

cific information on how the FVC2002 fingerprint datasets 

are generated and whether the scans are obtained at the 

same time. The real application may different, for instance, 

two fingerprint scans are captured at one time and the en

rolled scan is obtained at another time, so some adjustments 

might be needed. 

It is obvious that the proposed algorithms can be ex

tended to more than two input samples or enrolled multiple 

samples. We can also see that because only scores are used, 

the identification models and combination methods can be 

used for any biometric systems generating matching scores. 
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